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Abstract
This report presents the system developed by the IUSS-NeTS team for the LangLearn evaluation task of the
2023 edition of EVALITA [1], which focuses on tracking the linguistic development of native Italian speakers
(L1) and second language learners of Spanish (L2). Our approach focuses on the integration of specific
linguistic features and surprisal-based metrics for both Italian and Spanish datasets (CItA and COWS-L2H,
respectively). With our tests the system achieves a F-score of 0.67 for the Italian test set and 0.75 for the
Spanish test set. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of our methodology in capturing and analyzing
the linguistic development of L1 Italian and L2 Spanish learners.
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1. Introduction
LangLearn [2] is the first shared task on automatic
language development assessment. It is defined as
a binary classification problem where participants
are asked to predict the relative order of two essays
written by the same student, for both Italian L1 and
Spanish L2. According to the resources employed
to train the models, the task was separated into two
sub-tasks:

• prediction obtained using only the training
data made available for the task;

• prediction acquired utilizing also extra re-
sources (e.g. additional data for the training
phase).

Building upon prior research in the field [3, 4, 5, 6],
our study aims to investigate the linguistic evolu-
tion of native Italian speakers and second language
learners of Spanish. To achieve this, we employ a
comprehensive approach that combines the extrac-
tion of linguistic features from the examined texts,
encompassing syntactic, morphosyntactic, and lexi-
cal dimensions, with the addition of surprisal-based
metrics. This multifaceted methodology allows us
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to gain deeper insights (especially from a trans-
parent formal linguistic perspective) into the lan-
guage proficiency development of L1 Italian and L2
Spanish learners. This work is focused on the first
sub-task: our approach does not use any additional
task-specific resources, although our use of language
models in the calculation of surprisal-based metrics
must be noted.

2. Data
In this section we describe the training and the test
datasets for both Italian L1 and Spanish L2.

2.1. Training set
The CItA corpus (Corpus italiano di apprendenti
L1), an archive of written works composed by the
same students between the first and second year of
lower secondary school, was the first corpus made
available by the task’s organizers. There are 1352
essays in the original corpus, written by 156 stu-
dents; 2394 pairs of essays were assigned to task
participants for the initial training session (note
that some texts were used twice to create the pairs).
The structure of the file containing the pairs was
as follow: 𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑦1, 𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑦2, 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟1, 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟2. The essays’
chronological placement varied between the first and
second year of lower secondary school, contingent
upon when they were written; meanwhile, the essay
number denoted its sequential position within the
given year.

The second dataset provided in the task was the
COWS-L2H corpus (Corpus of written Spanish of
L2 and Heritage speakers); it comprises 3498 brief
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essays produced by second language learners at-
tending a Spanish course at an American university,
written in response to four different prompts; 1009
pairs were assigned to task participants for the
initial training set. The structure of the file contain-
ing the pairs was the same as the Italian training
set, however the columns labeled 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟1 and 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟2
contained chronological data to be interpreted as
academic terms (quarters) and corresponding years.
Each academic term spanned a specific time range:
W denoted the time period from January to March,
S from April to June, SU from July to September,
and F from October to December1.

2.2. Test set
The test set for the CItA corpus consisted of 278
texts organized into 307 pairs, whereas the test set
for the COWS-L2H corpus comprised 471 texts or-
ganized into 320 pairs. It is important to note that,
unlike in the train datasets, the essay identifying
acronyms were presented in a random order.

3. System description
In this section we present our approach for the
automatic tracking of Italian L1 and Spanish L2
language development. Our method can be summa-
rized in a binary classification based on the combina-
tion of linguistic complexity features and surprisal-
based metrics.

3.1. Linguistic complexity features
The aim of our approach was to evaluate the rel-
evance of specific morphosyntactic features in the
assessment of the linguistic competence improve-
ment both in L1 and L2. With this in mind, we
selected a set of robust Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) tools which allowed us to extract linguis-
tic features relevant to the classification task and
which was compatible with both Italian and Span-
ish. After an extensive evaluation of various tools
(Tint2, Profiling UD3, READ-IT4 and CTAP5), we
decided to rely on CTAP: Common Text Analysis
Platform [7]. The CTAP system supports the analy-
sis of language complexity in a easy to use, platform
indipendent, flexible and extendable environment

1For a detailed description of the two corpora see [6]
and [5].

2https://dh.fbk.eu/research/tint/
3http://www.italianlp.it/demo/profiling-ud/
4http://www.italianlp.it/demo/read-it/
5http://sifnos.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/ctap/

[7]. The system was firstly available for German [8]
and English [9], then it was adapted also to other
languages [10]. In particular as it is stated in the
paper which presented the Italian adaptation of the
tool [10] CTAP is the most comprehensive linguistic
complexity measurement tool for Italian and the
only one allowing the comparison of Italian texts to
multiple other languages within one tool.

3.2. Surprisal
We chose to increase the chances of success of our
classification also by using surprisal-based metrics
extracted from the constituent texts of the two Lan-
gLearn corpora: it has in fact been observed that
the surprisal value of a word is associated with
behavioral measures of processing complexity [11].
Surprisal-based metrics have already been used in
various contexts, such as the analysis of patholog-
ical speech [12] and Italian linguistic studies [13].
When referring to surprisal, we are talking about
one of the many possible log-transformed probabil-
ity measures expressing the likelihood that a token
follows a sequence of tokens (or it is placed in a
certain position into a given sequence of tokens).
We performed an extensive evaluation of the best
models to be used in this case, testing 13 models
on different linguistic structures (such as relatives,
passives, questions, various typologies of errors) for
both Spanish and Italian. One important trait we
considered was the low tolerance for errors: when-
ever a morphosyntactic error is present, certain tools
tend to normalize the ill-formed token eventually ne-
glecting the relevant features that, in fact, indicate
true mistakes. Expanding on previous studies [14],
the incorporation of surprisal-based metrics was a
deliberate effort to preserve the meaningfulness in-
herent in error occurrences. We set out to evaluate
which model demonstrated the least inclination to
normalize errors, examining the surprisal values gen-
erated by different models. We gave preference to
those models that yielded higher values of surprisal
when faced with various types of errors, indicat-
ing a recognition of the mistakes, over models that
produced lower values leading to normalization of
errors. After the evaluation we decided to use two
BERT models for both Italian6 and Spanish7, avail-
able on HugginFace. In particular we calculated
the surprisal for every word in every text giving to
the two BERT models the entirety of the text as
context. Upon detecting errors in the tokenization

6https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/bert-base-italian-cased
7https://huggingface.co/dccuchile/bert-base-spanish-w

wm-cased
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Surprisal-based metrics

text surprisal KURT kurtosis

text surprisal MAX maximum value

text surprisal MEAN mean

text surprisal MEDIAN median

text surprisal MIN minimum value

text surprisal OUT F outliers (frequency)

text surprisal OUT N outliers (number)

text surprisal Q1 first quartile

text surprisal Q3 third quartile

text surprisal SKEW skewness

text surprisal STD standard deviation

text surprisal IQR interquartile range

Table 1
12 surprisal-based metrics; every metric represents a statistic computed for the token surprisal distribution of
every token in every text

performed by both models, we made the decision
to introduce an additional preprocessing step which
involved utilizing Stanford’s parser Stanza8 for to-
kenization of both the Italian and Spanish texts,
prior to further analysis. Stanza is a Python nat-
ural language processing toolkit that supports 66
different human languages. Stanza’s text analysis
pipeline is language agnostic (in other words, lan-
guage indipendent): the parser has been trained on
112 datasets, and it has been found that the same
neural architecture generalizes efficiently and per-
forms well across all languages [15]. Following the
discussed methodology, we were able to calculate on
both CItA and COWS-L2H corpora 12 statistical
measures (table 1) based on the extraction of word
surprisal, which were then added to the linguistic
features previously extracted through the CTAP
tool.

3.3. Classification
For the classification phase we decided to use Weka
[16], since its rich selection of algorithms, ease of
use, feature selection, evaluation capabilities and
integration options make it a favorable choice for
classification tasks9. Firstly we constructed ARFF
files associating each text of the two corpora with
the attributes consisting of the features extracted
through CTAP and the 12 surprisal-based metrics.
We set our classification in this way: give 1 if it
is true that the 𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑦1 (i.e. the first essay of the
pair) was written before 𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑦2 (i.e. the second essay
of the pair), otherwise give 0. We pre-processed
our files and we performed attribute selection on
the extracted linguistic features and surprisal-based
metrics: we calculated the correlation between each

8https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/
9For an extensive discussion of Weka’s features see [17].

attribute and the output variable and selected only
those attributes that had a moderate-to-high posi-
tive or negative correlation (close to -1 or 1), discard-
ing the ones with a low correlation (value close to 0).
This made it possible to eliminate attributes that
were not significant in our analysis. For the Italian
language we had initially 266 attributes which be-
came 40 after the attribute selection phase, while for
the Spanish language we had 400 attributes which
became 75. To make a good use of the two training
datasets, we performed the analysis with the cross-
validation method (also known as k-fold validation),
which is particularly useful to reduce the overfitting
problem. To obtain the most comprehensive view
we then evaluated several possible classification al-
gorithms offered by Weka. We finally observed that
the best performing algorithms were the Logistic
regression, J48 and Random Forest, with the last
one being the absolute best and thus our choice
for the final analysis. Random Forest is a class of
ensamble methods which aggregates the prediction
of different classifiers to improve accuracy; Weka
makes available the implementation of the algorithm
described in [18].

4. Results
The final results yielded an F-score of 0.67 for the
Italian test set and 0.75 for the Spanish test set.
Weka facilitated the extraction of diverse informa-
tive measures regarding the classification perfor-
mance (detailed performance metrics during the
10-fold cross-validation phase can be found in ta-
bles 2 and 3).

It is crucial to interpret all this information col-
lectively to gain an accurate feedback on the clas-
sification. Among these measures, the ROC Area
stands out as a highly informative index. It gauges

https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/


Detailed accuracy by class

TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure MCC ROC Area PRC Area Class
0,749 0,304 0,716 0,749 0,732 0,446 0,791 0,781 0.0
0,696 0,251 0,731 0,696 0,713 0,446 0,791 0,786 1.0

Weighted average
0,723 0,278 0,723 0,723 0,723 0,446 0,791 0,784

Table 2
Detailed metrics of the cross-validation phase on the Italian training dataset.

Detailed accuracy by class

TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure MCC ROC Area PRC Area Class
0,734 0,263 0,735 0,734 0,734 0,471 0,818 0,825 0.0
0,737 0,266 0,736 0,737 0,736 0,471 0,818 0,824 1.0

Weighted average
0,735 0,265 0,735 0,735 0,735 0,471 0,818 0,824

Table 3
Detailed metrics of the cross-validation phase on the Spanish training dataset.

the model’s overall performance by calculating the
area under the curve in a graph plotting the TP
(True Positive) rate (y-axis) against the FP (False
Positive) rate (x-axis), as the classification decision
threshold changes. An optimal classifier exhibits
ROC area values close to 1, while 0.5 is akin to a
random guess (similar to a Kappa statistic of 0).

5. Analysis and discussion of the
results

The intuition behind our approach was that, in
tracing the linguistic evolution, we should observe a
change/maturation in the syntactic, morphosyntac-
tic and lexical characteristics of the texts examined.
Nevertheless, it was necessary to make further con-
siderations and formulate precise hypotheses: if one
could expect an increase in lexical sophistication
and variety for both the Italian and Spanish corpus
texts, it was however doubtful what phenomena we
would have witnessed from the syntactic point of
view. Even though we have evidence supporting
the theory that, in normal acquisition, functionally
higher features (such as those involved in comple-
mentation, question or relative clauses formation)
are developed at later stages of acquisition [19], we
wanted to assess as many linguistic features as pos-
sible in order to map a large number of phenomena
and characteristics of the students’ essays. Let us
now examine in more detail which attributes were
selected for classification.

5.1. Features selected for the Italian
dataset

Out of the 40 attributes chosen for the Italian
dataset, 11 were specifically associated with the

density of different part-of-speech categories. These
included the density of conjunctions, subjunctive
mode verbs, pronouns of various types, and aux-
iliary verbs. Additionally, 2 quantitative features
were considered, namely the count of sentences and
the average sentence length measured in tokens. 15
attributes pertained to the quantity of various types
of syntactic constituents identified within the texts.
Furthermore, 12 attributes were focused on assess-
ing the sophistication, refinement, and variety of
the lexicon employed. Lastly, only 1 surprisal-based
metric was selected, which involved the identifica-
tion of outliers (essentially the count of anomalous
values that significantly deviated from the remain-
ing observations)10.

5.2. Features selected for the Spanish
dataset

Out of the 75 attributes chosen for the Spanish
dataset, 6 were specifically associated with the den-
sity of various part-of-speech categories. These in-
cluded the density of verbs, adverbs, adjectives, and
others. Additionally, 9 attributes were quantitative
features, encompassing measurements such as the
mean sentence length in letters, the number of to-
kens, the standard deviation of sentence length in
syllables and letters, and the count of tokens with
more than two syllables, among others. A total of
29 features were utilized to track morphological and
syntactic complexity. These features encompassed
the count of various syntactic constituents, as well
as specific indicators such as the number of relative
clauses, prepositional phrases per clause, and the

10For a list of the selected features for Italian see https:
//drive.google.com/file/d/1FCIn1DsawUR2YYg3L685q09
SZ4NaEtnX/view?usp=sharing
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occurrence of passive structures. Moreover, 24 fea-
tures were dedicated to assessing the sophistication,
refinement, and variety of the lexicon employed.
2 additional indices focused on textual cohesion,
particularly examining lemma overlaps. Lastly 5
metrics based on surprisal were selected. These
metrics included the interquartile range (i.e., the
spread of the middle half of the data), the median,
the minimum value, the third quartile (i.e., the
middle value between the dataset’s median and the
highest value), and the standard deviation 11.

5.3. Concluding remarks
As a general observation, it is evident that the
performance achieved on the Spanish dataset sur-
passes that of the Italian dataset. This discrepancy
can potentially be attributed to multiple factors.
One plausible explanation is the larger number of
available attributes for the Spanish language com-
pared to Italian. Additionally, it is noteworthy
that the acquisition of a second language (L2) ex-
hibits more significant variation and development
within a shorter temporal period compared to a
first language (L1). The elevated significance of
surprisal-based metrics in relation to the texts from
the Spanish L2 corpus can also be rationalized by
a higher occurrence of errors and inconsistency/in-
coherence within the texts during the initial stages
of L2 language learning. It is our belief that the
outcomes of this study should be interpreted as
motivation to further explore the linguistic char-
acteristics of texts, with a particular emphasis on
the development of additional indices pertaining to
linguistic complexity and information theory. This
pursuit aims to gain a more comprehensive under-
standing of the similarities and differences in the
progression of L1 and L2 languages.
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